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The Steam Engine 
 This mighty steam engine was the source of power for the Hancock Lumber 

Co, in Carrying Place, not far from Ameliasburgh. 
 Made in 1910 the total weight of the engine and flywheel is 83,000 lbs. 

 The 500 horsepower engine drives the 18-foot flywheel. 
 Power to the engine was provided by a boiler fired by either coal or wood. 

Today we use oil, or air compressors. 
 The steam, after passing through the engine was exhausted into the 

atmosphere. Notice the large whistles…... 

 The steam engine runs on our special event days throughout the season. 
 

The Honey House 
 In the Honey House you can discover equipment and tools used by early 

beekeepers and learn about the production and many uses of beeswax and 

honey. 
 This building was built with the remains of the Roblin’s Mill after it was 

moved to Toronto at the Black Creek Pioneer Village. 
 It is an interesting fact that the honeybee is not native to North American, it 

actually originates from Europe, Africa and Asia. Beekeeping is believed to 

have started in Canada in the Quinte region when the United Empire 
Loyalists brought honeybees to the area. 

 Smoke was used to calm the bees and was used when the beekeeper 
wanted to inspect the beehives or remove the combs. 

 Honey extractors such as this were used to separate the honey from the 

combs. As the honey was spun around the barrel the force would pull the 
honey out of the comb to the sides of the barrel where it would fall to the 
bottom and could later be collected. 

 The pioneers depended upon bees, just as farmers still do today for the 
pollination of the crops in the spring. Apple orchards and many crops depend 

upon the bees to do their work, collecting pollen from one plant and then 
transferring it onto another flower. 

 Bees wax was used to create candles for the pioneer household. Bees wax is 

used in industries today, used to make lipsticks and various waxes for floors, 
and even the denturist will use bees wax to create a wax mold of your 

teeth!! Pills are coated with a light layer of bees wax to make them easier to 
swallow. 
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The General Store. 

 The general store was a busy place back in the day.  The town folk would meet up 
there, and visit.   

 Women often traded their homemade goods for items they needed and couldn’t 

make for themselves.  For example, extra eggs, and butter, and soaps were used in 

bartering. Spices, and iron ware for cooking were sold here. Men would purchase 

items needed in farming.  Children eyed the candy counter. Mail was often 

delivered to the general store as it often housed the post office. 
 

The Blacksmith Shop 
 The Blacksmith held a very important role during pioneer days, and here we can 

see an example of his workshop and many of his tools. 

 Blacksmithing is the art of uniting iron into one mass and then forging that iron into 

useful shapes. It usually took 7 to 8 years of apprenticeship to become a 

blacksmith. 
 All the surrounding settlers relied upon the blacksmith. He was responsible for 

making metal hoops for wagon wheels, farming tools, kitchen utensils and as farrier 

he would make horseshoes. 
 James Coleman was one of the early blacksmith’s in Ameliasburgh, and he opened 

a shop in 1844. He was very important in helping to maintain farm equipment and 

the like. He was responsible for making the horse’s shoes and then placing them 

onto the horse to ensure a proper fit. 

 He also made tools with his forge— a type of fireplace is specially made to heat 

metal to red-hot temperature. 
 

The Grimm Sugarhouse 
 This model “sugar house” explains the process of turning maple tree sap in maple 

syrup. 
 The various equipment; such as this large evaporator, shows part of the long and 

arduous task, from tapping the trees, to boiling the sap in order to evaporate the 

unwanted water.  

 Maple syrup is the oldest agricultural crop produced in Canada. 
 Maple syrup and sugar is a huge part of the Canadian identity as well as Canadian 

history. 
 It began with the Native Canadians who would make maple sap into maple sugar 

blocks. 
 Eventually when European contact happened, the Native Canadians showed the 

Europeans how to make the maple syrup and maple sugar. 
 It soon became an integral part of the early settler’s economy. 

 It was used instead of white cane sugar because it was less expensive. 
 The Quinte Local of O.M.S.P.A.’s “Maple Hall of Fame” was created to show off the 

accomplishments of persons in the area who have contributed in a positive manner 

to the Maple Syrup Industry. 

 One such inductee is Odie and Una Grimm, the last owners of the Grimm 
Evaporator Manufacturing Company in Montreal. When they retired, they moved to 

the Albury area along Rednersville Road. They were tireless in promoting the maple 

industry, and the Sugarhouse has been dedicated in their honour. 
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The Log Cabin Homestead 
 This cabin was built circa 1860 on the 2nd concession in Ameliasburgh 

Township. It displays the typical settler home for those just starting out in 
this rugged land. 

 Some of the earliest homes pioneers made were log houses. It was usually 
their first permanent structure. Log houses and barns were generally a 
square structure and just one room. 

 The standard size of an early homestead was 16 feet X 24 feet. This cabin 
was fortunate enough to have a full second floor. 

 The logs were cut to clear the land for planting crops, and the logs were cut 
on the ends called dove tailing. They stacked together snuggly. The spaces 
between the logs were chinked with lime, horsehair, and moss, and typically 

had to be replaced each spring. 
 They had low ceilings so that less heat was required to keep the family 

warm. 
 Carpets and rugs were hand made to keep the floors warm. 
 The kitchen was the “everything” room; dish washing, cooking, cleaning, 

laundry, reading, sewing, bathing, food canning, butter churning, and more. 
 The early settlers made almost everything for themselves by themselves. 

What they couldn’t make for themselves, they would trade for items at the 

store. 
 The early settlers ladies made candles, soaps, and some clothing. Girls aged 

8- 10 years of age would learn sewing stitches to help the mother with 
household clothing repairs. 

 Girls had specific jobs around the house like feeding the chickens, gathering 

the eggs, and helping out with younger siblings. 
 Boys had to feed the cows, and pigs, clean stall, and milk the cow, as well as 

help with the planting, and fences. Firewood always needed to be done. 
 The cook stove was a welcomed addition to any settler’s home. High 

efficiency and it kept the home nice and cozy.  
 

Log Barn 
 The small log barn was built to house small livestock, like a couple of sheep, and 

geese. 

 It was built in the same manner as the main log house.  

 Chinking of the walls needed to be done in the fall to ensure the warmth and safety 

of the animals inside during the long, cold winters. 

 Chickens would have been kept in another separate building, as would pigs. 

Chicken coop and hog barn were common terms used by the early settlers. 

 

Corn Crib 
 Livestock feed was hard work to plant, grow, harvest and keep until used. 

Many farmers had rodent issues as well as raccoons trying to steal a meal.  
 The corn crib was used to store whole cobs of corn while drying it.   

 Once it was dried, it could be accessed to grind for grain for the livestock it 
was intended for. 
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The Dairy 
 From the making of curd to butter churns and one of the first milking 

machines, the Dairy displays many pieces of equipment from early dairy 
production. 

 Originally cream was left to sit and skimmed off after the cream had floated 
to the top. Then there was the “cream separator.” It was used to separate 
cream and skim milk at the farm. Skim milk was used at the farm for 

dinking and feeding pigs and calves. The cream was sent to the creamery to 
be made into butter. 

 Early settlers made their own cheese. First separating curd from the whey, 
the curd was then chopped and put into a vat and later put into a cheese 
press. Here is an example of a curd mill and rake used to separate the curd 

from the whey. 
 Every farm owned a “house Cow” whose job was to make milk for the 

household to use daily. Any extra milk was sold, or used to create butter and 
/or cheese. 

 
The Carpenter’s Shop 

 Nearly everything was made of wood in pioneer times making carpentry a 

very important trade to know. 
 This is a display of the many fine tools used for carpentry. 

 Although many of the tools may seem awkward and archaic, a skilled 
carpenter would use these tools to create very fine and precise work. 

 A cooper was a skilled craftsman who made the wooden barrels and buckets. 

 A wheel right was a skilled professional who made wagon wheels along with 
a blacksmith who shaped the metal for the wheels. 

 

Amelia’s Tea Room 
 Amelia’s Tea Room is operated by the volunteer group “Friends of 

Ameliasburgh Heritage Village.”  
 The funds raised are to assist the museum with operating costs and 

maintenance.  
 The Friends use the tearoom during special events to accommodate our 

hungry guests for breakfast, and lunch and desserts. 

 

Summer Kitchen Display 
 Created to resemble “Grandma’s summer kitchen.  
 The purpose of the summer kitchen was to keep the heat from cooking and 

preserving food in the summer months out of the main house. Home 
preserving was hugely popular by many housewives. It gave a sense of 
being self-sufficient. 
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The Church 
 Originally a Methodist Church, built of locally quarried limestone in 1868, it 

was turned into a museum in 1968. It has a copper clad steeple and is the 
tallest in Prince Edward County. 

 The main floor display tells the story of the area local businesses that made 
the Ameliasburgh village a busy place to be in the late 1800’s and early 
1900’s. 

 The Native display exemplifies about the rich Native heritage of the Quinte 
area. 

 Fur Trading was also likely in the area as we are close to the Great Lakes for 
easy movement for shipping goods from one place to another. 

 Local milliners and seamstresses created fashions and attire for local men 

and women. The dressmaker was a very important job when considering 
women’s roles in the 1800’s. Although farmer’s wives may contribute to their 

home economy, and a woman could work in the ship, the dressmaker was 
the only woman to be paid cash for her work. 

 Several Justices of the Peace used the courthouse display artifacts in the 

 Ameliasburgh village. 
 The bank for Ameliasburgh was located towards the eastern end of the 

village where the Masonic Lodge is now located. The stone building was used 

for many years. 
 Dr. File was a prominent doctor in the village and served many years as a 

family friend and businessman. In the early 1920’s, Dr. Taft, who remained 
in the village for a decade, succeeded him. It seemed that family doctors 
wanted to move from the small house practices into the large towns as 

transportation became easier. 
 Medicines and pharmacies evolved throughout Ontario. 

 The church display hosts artifacts from this building when it was the 
Methodist Church. When the congregation decided to sell the church building 
to the community for $ 1.00 in 1968, these pews, pulpit and the organ 

remained in the building to exemplify our heritage from this village. 
 This fate was typical for churches in the mid to late 1900’s. Many community 

churches have been sold and turned into private houses. 
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Murray Canal Artifacts 

 The Murray Canal dredger and scoop were used with oxen or horses.  

 Several “teams” of the dredger and scoop were used during the several 
years to complete the canal.  

 The dredger was used to split the tree roots and larger stones, and the 

scoop was used to drag the materials away. Explosives were also used 
during the building of the canal.  

 The project took from 1880 – 1892 to complete. 

 
 
 
 
 
Smoke House 

 Every farm had access to a smoke house; whether it was their own to use, 

or they could use a neighbours. 
 Drying the meat; pork, venison, moose, or fish was done before the days of 

freezers. 
 By smoking the meat the tannins in the meat dry with the essence of the 

smoke within, preventing the meat from spoiling. Lots of salt was also used. 

The earl settlers also smoked the fresh cheese to cure it and dry it. 
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Green Planting Barn 
 Here you can find different machinery and tools from the spring season. 
 Ice harvesting was a huge chore during the winter months. Horses were used to 

draw sleighs off of the ice carrying a full load of freshly cut ice blocks. The ice 

blocks were used before the creation of electricity to create refrigerators to keep 

things fresh and cold. We have an old icebox, which was used prior to the modern 

fridge. If you store your ice blocks from the winter in an ice house packed within 

mounds of sawdust you may have a block of ice in your ice house in the middle of 

July!! 
 Bob sleighs were homemade and the entire family enjoyed the ride down 

the hill on these sleighs. 
 The horse and cutter during the winter was your main mode of transportation, 

other than walking to your destination during the 1800’s and early 1900’s. The 
sleigh bells rang out to beckon your arrival to your neighbours. Special hides from 

buffalo were used as blankets and seat covers. 

 Does a horse push or pull the buggy it is harnessed to??? The horse actually 

pushes with its shoulders into the collar, which is harnessed through the 
whipple tree to the buggy. 

 This buggy is from the McLaughlin Buggy Company. In the early 1900’s 

the company changed its name to the Mc Laughlin Buick Company with the 
addition of a new partner. This company still thrives today, however, it is 
now known as the Buick Company…and you probably have one in your 

driveway!! 
 The democrat buggy was a mainstay during the pioneer era. Used to 

transport large loads of products, it could have been covered to keep items 
and family members dry during the trip. 

 The manure spreader, another mainstay on a pioneer farm was used to 

cast the dried manure over the farmers’ fields to distribute much needed 
nutrients into the soil for the next season’s crops. 

 Pig slaughtering was done on the farm during the month of November, 
usually after a good heavy frost. Therefore you would not have to contend with 

flies, ants, and bees during the butchering of your animal. The large basin was used 

when it was full of boiling water to remove the hair follicles from the skin of the pig. 
The pig was then hung to let the blood drain. The farmer would then butcher the 

animal and hang the parts in the smoke house to cure. Bacon, back bacon, pork 

chops, ham, and pork hocks, were some of the many meats from the pig. Pig’s ears 

were often dried and fed to the dogs as a treat. 

 The chicken hatchery was used by many a farmer to assure that the eggs, 
after 21 days at 104 degrees would hatch. The housewife always needed 

chickens to lays eggs, and also for roast chicken dinners. 
 Farmers used scufflers and cultivators to prepare the soil for the planting 

of the crops. Scufflers were used to create the proper soil prior to planting, 

and cultivators were used after the crops had started to grow to maintain 
weed control. 

 Washing machines have evolved over the past 150 years, and here you 
will see some of the earlier models used to assist the housewife with her 
laundry chores. 
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Ice Crusher 
 The catch of the day needed to be kept fresh….huge blocks of ice were used, 

from the ice house. The ice blocks needed to be chipped to maintain the 
temperature of the fresh fish until the fishermen return to shore. 

 
 

Little Giant Turbine  

 This turbine was made in Glenora (near Picton) and used at the Byreiter 
grist mill in Consecon. It was used to generate water power to run the grist 

mill. 
 

 

Beatty Windmill 
 Beatty was a common manufacturer of wind mills. The mill was used to 

harness the wind to generate power to move water up the well pipe into a 
trough to use water needed by humans and livestock. 

 
 

Open Sided Drive Shed 
 This exhibit is a display of wood splitting machinery. 
 Chain saws etc. were used by the lumber industries in the area. 

 The wagons were loaded with fresh lumber and drawn by horses or later by 
trucks to transport it to where it was needed for a job, or to be sold. 

 
Hamachek Ideal Pea Viner 

 A rare example of an early 20th century (ca. 1930's) Hamachek Machinery 
Company "Ideal Viner". 

 This machine, invented by Frank Hamachek, was designed to self-feed pea 

vines and then hull the peas. 
 Peas would be cut in the fields and loaded into huge dump trucks. The vine 

would still have leaves, grass, stems and pea pods gathered together.  
 The viner machine would have a conveyor belt for loading the truck load into 

the viner.  

 The worker would use a pitch fork and manually unload the truck.   
 The conveyor would rise into one end of the drum or barrel section of the 

viner. It would be tumbling the pea pods inside the break them open and 
access the fresh peas.   

 The peas would then fall through a screen and be loaded into another 

conveyor belt to take them to the factory for further processing.   
 The stems, leaves and empty pea pods would be raked away from beneath 

the viner machine and piled for compost. 
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Grey Harvest Barn 
 Displaying equipment and tools for the fall harvest…. 
 The Coal fired tractor was a technological advancement that pioneer 

farmers were waiting for. The labour intensive job of harvesting the wheat 

and grain crops, as well as the family house hold crops, potatoes, carrots 
and the like where easily harvested. 

 The threshing machine was owned and operated by one farmer who would 

congregate at each farmer’s yard and the work bee would begin. Each 
farmer would assist their neighbour with their work in the falloff the year. 

The threshing machine worked to remove the grain from the stem and would 
gather the grain in a bin. The straw would be blown out the back and 
remained lying in the field until a later date. 

 The straw and be bound, and bailed by a bailing machine. The straw was 
used for bedding for the livestock animals. 

 The horse-powered treadmill was used on ferryboats. The horses would 
be unhitched from the carriage and led up into the pathway for the treadmill. 
The horses worked the treadmill to move the paddles in the water to force 

the ferry to move across the water. Once they reached their destination, the 
horse were harnessed to the carriages again, and trotted off the ferry and 
onto the roadway to continue along their way. 

 The stone lifter was huge and needed to be to remove the large boulders in 
the fields. Pulled by several horses or oxen, the stone lifter was guided 

alongside the boulder and wedge out of place and then removed by dragging 
it away to the fence bottom. If you look through the farm fields you may still 
see the piles of boulders, or perhaps they were gathered in the middle of the 

field in a large pile. 
 Haying was always done in the summer season. It had to be completed 

properly with proper moisture. Sometimes the hay would fester and catch 
fire with the hayloft in the barn. There was a special trick to creating a stable 
hay pile. 

 Corn harvesting was also a huge job. Corn has to have a certain water 
content which will not spoil and turn moldy. There is also a bug, which may 
grow in damp corn kernels. 

 Farmers used fanning mills to remove the grain husks from the kernel. 
 Apples were a huge industry with Prince Edward County. Orchards would 

employ several people during the fall season to assist with gathering the 
fresh apples gently from the trees. 

 Apple cider was made from grounders and subordinate apples, while the 

finest apples were sorted, and graded by size and variety, and shipped off to 
canning factories and grocery stores. 

 Farmers in the late 1800’s needed to process their harvest for themselves by 
themselves. Cabbage cutter, root pulpers, and bean sorters were all 
used to assist with this task. 


